Full Stack Engineer (Full-time)

August, 2019
At OTO we’re redefining our understanding of the human voice and unlocking the potential of
intonation-based voice intelligence.
OTO is the latest spin-off from SRI International, Silicon Valley’s most prestigious research centre with
70 years of pioneering innovation and a track record of successful spin-off ventures including Siri (now
Apple), Nuance Communications and Tempo AI (now Salesforce). OTO is VC-backed with teams in New
York, Zurich and Lisbon - our newest location.
At OTO we love feedback and we strongly encourage open communication and knowledge sharing.
We’re looking for team-players who will help us build a dynamic, diverse and fun work environment.
You can get a sneak peek of our daily life on LinkedIn and Instagram.
Position Summary
The Full Stack Engineer, under the supervision of the Lead Engineer, will actively contribute to all
levels of our engineering stack. Experience in end-to-end delivery of products, team work, mentoring,
and remote work are a plus, but eagerness to learn and curiosity to always improve are vital.
As a Full Stack Engineer you will…
• Maintain and develop real-time, user-friendly, AI-powered agent coaching systems, offline analysis
pipelines and reporting solutions for global customers
• Help shape new customer-centric products powered by the state-of-the-art work of our Machine
Learning team
• Support efforts to build impactful demo tools for new products
• Work with our current stack of python, SIP, Django, Go, WebRTC, React, Electron, Typescript, Java
and k8s, but also be ready to look for the best tool for the job and share your learnings and
experience with the team
• Effectively collaborate and communicate with Business, ML and Engineering team members
across Europe and the US.
OTO Systems Inc. | New York, Zürich & Lisbon | info@oto.ai

Requirements
• 2+ years experience as a software engineer
• Experience in end-to-end delivery of products
• Experience with a JS framework is a plus (Angular, React, etc.)
• Experience with back-end web development
• Advance knowledge of at least one programming language and willingness to learn a new stack
• Excellent communicator
• Good project management skills and a responsible attitude
• Experience or interest to learn cloud technologies
• Interest in scalable solutions
Notes
Candidates must be authorized to work in Portugal.
Team
Engineering
Location(s)
Lisbon, Portugal
Salary
Commensurate with experience
Application
Please submit your application online using this link: Application Form
Only complete applications will be considered.
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